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Abstract. A novel phase calibration technique for use with
the multiple-frequency Range IMaging (RIM) technique is
introduced based on genetic algorithms. The method is used
on data collected with the European Incoherent SCATter
(EISCAT) VHF radar during a 2002 experiment with the goal
of characterizing the vertical structure of Polar Mesosphere
Summer Echoes (PMSE) over northern Norway. For typ-
ical Doppler measurements, the initial phases of the trans-
mitter and receiver are not required to be the same. The
EISCAT receiver systems exploit this fact, allowing a multi-
static configuration. However, the RIM method relies on
the small phase differences between closely spaced frequen-
cies. As a result, the high-resolution images produced by
the RIM method can be significantly degraded if not prop-
erly calibrated. Using an enhanced numerical radar simula-
tor, in which data from multiple sampling volumes are si-
multaneously generated, the proposed calibration method is
validated. Subsequently, the method is applied to prelim-
inary data from the EISCAT radar, providing first results
of RIM images of PMSE. Data using conventional analysis
techniques, and confirmed by RIM, reveal an often-observed
double-layer structure with higher stability in the lower layer.
Moreover, vertical velocity oscillations exhibit a clear corre-
lation with the apparent motion of the layers shown in the
echo power plots.
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1 Introduction

Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE) are unusually
strong radar echoes received from the mesosphere primar-
ily at high latitudes. Ecklund and Balsley(1981) reported
the first PMSE echoes from the mesopause region above
Alaska during the mid-summer months using a mesosphere-
stratosphere-troposphere (MST) Doppler VHF radar. The
strength of these echoes captured the attention of the sci-
entific community given that VHF radar signals are weakly
backscattered from meter-scale irregularities of the refractive
index which, in the mesosphere, are caused by fluctuations of
electron density. Subsequently, PMSE echoes have been ob-
served by several MST radars operating over a wide range of
wavelengths (Hoppe et al., 1990; Bremer et al., 1996). How-
ever, these observations cannot be explained by turbulent
Bragg scatter since the range of scales of observed PMSE
fluctuations is outside the inertial subrange of turbulence.
Several theories have been developed to explain the nature
of these echoes. For an excellent background on PMSE and
proposed theories, seeCho and R̈ottger(1997), Rapp(2000),
and Rapp et al. (2003).

Observational data have shown that polar mesosphere
summer echoes sometimes exhibit layers with thicknesses
less than 100 m (Chilson et al., 2001; Franke et al., 1992).
Several theories have been proposed to explain the small-
scale vertical layering observed in PMSE. For example,
Havnes et al. (1992) have proposed that the observed struc-
ture of PMSE is explained by dust-hole scatter, where hori-
zontal vortex rolls are embedded in a field of falling charged
dust or ice aerosols. It is assumed that the core of the vor-
tex has no aerosols leading to sharp gradients in the aerosol
density at the boundaries. Another theory proposes that the
observed structure, often exhibiting more than two layers, is
due to gravity wave modulation of the background temper-
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ature profile (Chilson et al., 1997; Rapp et al., 2002). Un-
fortunately, conventional radars used to observe PMSE are
typically limited to 150-m range resolution. Therefore, it is
imperative to employ new techniques, like interferometry, to
obtain better resolution. Interferometry allows higher reso-
lution capabilities than standard radar techniques and at the
same time allows the use of new adaptive spectral estimation
methods such as Capon.

In order to study the fine-scale PMSE vertical structure,
an experiment was conducted in Tromsö, Norway (69.6◦ N,
19.2◦ E) using the European Incoherent SCATter (EISCAT)
VHF radar in a Range IMaging (RIM) mode. RIM offers the
power of studying small-scale vertical structure within a sin-
gle sampling volume and is dependent upon the use of several
carrier frequencies (Palmer et al., 1999; Luce et al., 2001).
By proper phase shifting, these frequencies can be aligned,
providing constructive interference at a particular range of
interest. Therefore, when performing RIM, it is necessary to
know the phase differences between the transmitter and re-
ceiver signals in order to choose proper shifts among the sig-
nals. Due to the design of the EISCAT receiver system, the
transmitter and receiver do not have the same initial phase.
This design introduces unavoidable and unknown phase er-
rors that degrade the resulting range images.

RIM has many similarities to Coherent Radar Imaging
(CRI), which is used to image in angle using several spa-
tially separated receivers (Kudeki and S̈urücü, 1991; Hysell,
1996). Since spatially separated receivers are typically part
of an existing calibrated phased array radar system, phase
calibration issues do not arise. However, when the array sizes
become large or the system is susceptible to large variations
in phase, calibration can be necessary. For example, similar
phase calibration issues are found in the field of radio as-
tronomy imaging when spatial interferometry is performed.
Phase instabilities caused by instrumentation and/or atmo-
spheric effects degrade the retrieved images. Several meth-
ods have been developed to alleviate this problem. Phase clo-
sure (Cornwell, 1989) is one of the first methods used in ra-
dio astronomy to correct images. In this method, a minimum
of three evenly spaced antennas is required. The simplicity
of this method relies on the principle that for any given an-
tenna, phase errors canceled in the sum of the phases around
a given loop of receivers. However, the major problem with
this method is that one phase difference must be known to
solve for the other phase differences and form the spatial co-
variance matrix.

A widely used imaging method in radio astronomy is the
CLEAN algorithm (Cornwell et al., 1999). This method is
an iterative algorithm which deconvolves a sampling func-
tion (dirty beam) from an observed brightness (dirty map) of
a radio source. The CLEAN algorithm has been combined
with phase closure to form the so-called self-calibration tech-
nique (Cornwell and Fomalont, 1999). This method is funda-
mentally a recursive model fitting, combining CLEAN with a
phase closure relationship which is relevant due to the corre-
lation between antennas. Since no explicit phase error values
are provided by CLEAN, the application of self-calibration

to RIM is problematic. More recently,Friedman(2001) used
genetic algorithms (GA) to enhance radio astronomy images.
GA is a multi-dimensional optimization technique based on
natural principles which uses a fitness function to evaluate
each new potential solution. Through computer simulations,
he found that by using the image sharpness as a fitness func-
tion, restored images of a point radio source showed consid-
erable improvements.

In the present work and following the concepts ofFried-
man(2001), a novel method based on the GA, which uses the
Fourier RIM imaged power in a predefined image window
as the fitness function, is proposed to mitigate phase errors.
A correction matrix is estimated using these phase errors re-
trieved from the GA process and is assumed to be time invari-
ant throughout the image. It will be shown through computer
simulations that this method retrieves enhanced RIM PMSE
images in the case of both evenly and unevenly spaced fre-
quencies. Subsequently, the calibration method was applied
to preliminary data from the EISCAT experiment, thus pro-
viding the first results of RIM images of PMSE.

In Sect.2, the radar configuration for the 2002 PMSE cam-
paign using the EISCAT VHF radar is presented. In Sect.3,
the major problem statement is presented and the effects of
phase errors on the RIM technique are discussed. A brief in-
troduction to genetic algorithms and the proposed phase cal-
ibration method are described in Sect.4. In Sect.5, a numer-
ical model is discussed that has been used to simulate atmo-
spheric echoes within several sampling volumes. Simulation
results using this model and the proposed phase calibration
method are presented. Furthermore, preliminary experimen-
tal results from the EISCAT VHF radar are presented in this
section. Finally, conclusions are provided in Sect.6.

2 Experiment

The EISCAT VHF radar has a nominal operating frequency
of 224 MHz, but it is capable of operating at frequencies
ranging from 222.4–225.4 MHz in steps of 200 kHz. The
16 possible frequencies are denoted by F0–F15, respectively.
An individual receiver is required for each frequency used
and, at the time of the experiment, five receiver boards were
available. During the design of the experiment, many combi-
nations of the five possible frequencies were used in search
for the optimal combination. Sidelobe suppression and main-
lobe width in the Fourier range pattern were a trade-off in the
search for this optimal combination. Although somewhat ad
hoc, we have chosen a frequency set which results in a nar-
row main lobe, relatively small sidelobes, and well separated
grating lobes. For the preliminary results presented here, the
frequency combination, F7, F9, F11, F13, and F15, was used,
providing a 400-kHz frequency sampling and 375-m grating
lobe separation.

The radar transmitted and received on five alternating fre-
quencies. In our experiment, data were collected for an alti-
tude range of 72.0–101.7 km with 100 range-gated sampling
volumes (hereafter called range gates) and a 300-m range res-
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Table 1. Significant radar parameters.

Parameter Setting

Frequencies (MHz)
F7 F9 F11 F13 F15
223.8 224.2 224.6 225.0 225.4

Sub-pulse length 2µs
Range resolution 300 m
Code 64-bit complementary code
Code sequence AB A B
Effective IPP 8.68 ms
Aliasing velocity 9.62 ms−1

Beamwidth 0.64◦ (zonal), 1.92◦ (meridional)
Time-series points 144 (per frequency)
Range gates 100

olution. A 64-baud complementary code sequence was used,
and pulses were transmitted with an inter-pulse period (IPP)
of 1.736 ms. Using the five frequencies, the effective inter-
pulse period was 8.68 ms. For each of the five frequencies,
144 complex time-series points were collected. The sub-
pulse length was set to 2µs with a 500 kHz bandwidth for
the transmitted pulse. Therefore, the total bandwidth for the
five frequencies was 2.1 MHz. In the case of Fourier RIM,
a range resolution of 60 m is expected when using five fre-
quencies. Furthermore, RIM easily allows the use of higher-
resolution algorithms such as the Capon method (Palmer et
al., 1999).

The EISCAT VHF antenna is a partial parabolic cylin-
der extending over 120 m and 40 m in the zonal and merid-
ional directions, respectively. Therefore, the beamwidth is
not symmetric and has two-way, half-power beamwidths of
0.6◦ and 1.7◦ , in the zonal and meridional directions, respec-
tively. The antenna gain is about 46 dBi and it was pointing
vertically during the observations. At the nominal operat-
ing frequency of 224 MHz, the transmitter operates at about
1.5 MW peak power. A summary of the important parame-
ters is provided in Table1.

Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the EIS-
CAT digital receiver. Since the digital receivers operate at
the lower frequency range of 8.4–11.4 MHz, received signals
are down-converted using an oscillator that is phase locked to
the transmitter by a Global Positioning System (GPS). How-
ever, the initial phases of the transmitter and receiver can be
different, making the RIM implementation problematic.

After band-pass filtering, the digital receiver uses a Nu-
merically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) to produce the base-
band in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) signals. This digital
oscillator introduces quantization errors due to its 32-bit fre-
quency word. In the standard mode of the EISCAT VHF
radar, these errors are negligible, since just one frequency is
used (≈2.9×10−3 ms−1 for F7). When signals from mul-
tiple frequencies are used for interferometry measurements,
however, these errors can create significant phase errors. For-
tunately, these quantization errors are deterministic and can
be easily removed offline.

BPF LPF

LPF

NCO

I

Q

Digital Receiver

sinby GPS but not same
initial phase

Locked to transmitter
cos

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the EISCAT VHF digital receiver system.
BPF and LPF designate the band-pass and low-pass filters, respec-
tively.

As discussed previously, the EISCAT VHF radar transmit-
ter and receiver do not have the same initial phase. In the next
section, a mathematical formulation of the consequences of
this problem on range imaging is discussed.

3 Effect of phase errors on range imaging

We will now mathematically describe the signals used for
RIM processing with the EISCAT VHF radar. The initial
phase values for the transmitter and receiver using frequency
n will be denoted byδn

T andδn
R, respectively. Assuming a

single layer located at rangezI , the returned, coherently de-
tected signalxn can be modeled as the following

xn = Ãne
j [ωn

d t+δn−2knz̃]
+ εn, (1)

where Ãn is the returned complex amplitude andωn
d rep-

resents the Doppler frequency for frequencyn. The term
δn=δn

T −δn
R is the difference in the phase of the transmitter

and receiver. The factor 2 is due to the two-way path of the
traveling signal,kn is the corresponding wave number for
frequencyn, andz̃=zI+z0 is the sum of the layer range (zI )
and the range shift due to the system delay (z0). Finally, εn

represents the additive white Gaussian noise in each signal
with zero mean and varianceσ 2. It is assumed that the phase
differenceδn remains constant throughout the experiment.

In standard RIM analysis, the cross-covariance between
all combinations of signals must be calculated in order to
construct the covariance matrixR. By definition, the cross-
covariance between two signalsl andm can be written as

Rlm = 〈xlx
∗
m〉, (2)

where 〈·〉 is the expected value operator and∗ represents
the Hermitian operator. Assuming that noise from differ-
ent receivers are uncorrelated, and that variations in Doppler
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Fig. 2. Simple genetic algorithm (SGA) structure.

shift across the independent frequencies are small, the cross-
covariance can be approximated by

Rlm = 〈ÃlÃ
∗
m〉ej δ̂lme−j2zI (kl−km)

+ σ 2δ(l − m), (3)

where δ(l−m) is the Kronecker delta function. Thêδlm

term involving the initial phase differences, and the unknown
range shift due to the system delay is given by

δ̂lm = (δl − δm) − 2z0(kl − km). (4)

The second exponential term in Eq. (3) provides the informa-
tion about the range of the atmospheric layer.

Using standard coherent demodulation techniques with
RIM, the initial phases will be the same, thus simplifying
the processing. For that case, theδ̂lm will depend only onz0.
Furthermore, ifz0 is assumed to be known through a system
delay calibration,̂δlm=0. Therefore, phase calibration would
not be necessary and Eq. (3) would be reduced to

Rlm = 〈ÃlÃ
∗
m〉e−j2zI (kl−km)

+ σ 2δ(l − m). (5)

Assuming a constant phase offset between the transmit-
ter and receiver, the covariance matrixR can be obtained by
using Eq. (3) for all possible combinations among theN fre-

quencies. As stated by Palmer et al. (1999), the Fourier RIM
power profilePF (r) is given by

PF (r) = e∗(r) R e(r)/N2, (6)

wheree(r)=[e−j2k1re−j2k2r · · ·e−j2kN r
]
T is the range steer-

ing vector andT represents the transpose operator. The range
valuesr within a range gate are called subgates and can be
adjusted to obtain better sampling within the volume. There
is no limitation in the number of subgates. However, the in-
herent resolution depends on the total bandwidth and the al-
gorithm used to estimate the power profile.

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (6) and assuming one layer
located atzI , it can be shown that the Fourier RIM power is
given by

PF (r) =

N∑
i=1

〈|Ãi |
2
〉 + σ 2

N2
+

2

N2

N−1∑
n=1

N∑
m=n+1

〈ÃnÃ
∗
m〉 cosαnm. (7)

and

αnm = 2(kn − km)(r − zI ) + δ̂nm, (8)

The termδ̂nm represents the phase errors given in Eq. (4).
As seen, these phase errors introduce a phase shift for each
cosine function in the summation of the Fourier power within
a given range gate. The first term in Eq. (4) alone introduces
a defocusing effect in the image within a given gate since it
is random in nature. In contrast, the second term introduces
a shift in the overall image within a given gate. Both sources
of error decrease the overall power. If no errors are present,
the cosine functions will be aligned at the imaged rangezI

and will add coherently.
Additional resolving power and interference rejection ca-

pabilities are possible using RIM based on the Capon spec-
tral estimation method (Palmer et al., 1999). In this case, the
RIM power profile is given by

PC(r) =
N + 1

e∗(r) R−1 e(r)
(9)

where the numerator is an approximation of the Capon fil-
ter bandwidth needed to produce an estimate of the power
spectral density (Stoica and Moses, 1997). Since a matrix
inversion is involved in the equation, robustness issues may
arise. In rare conditions, the covariance matrixR may be-
come close to singular when phase errors are present.

From the previous analysis, it is obvious that proper cal-
ibration is important for experiments using the RIM tech-
nique. In the next section, a new calibration method to solve
for these phase errors is described. This novel calibration
method is based on genetic algorithms and uses the Fourier
RIM power as an evaluation function to solve for the optimal
solution. Since a matrix inverse is required for Capon RIM,
this technique is not used as an evaluation function in the
calibration algorithm. However, it will be used after phase
calibration to produce the final imaging results.
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4 Phase calibration using genetic algorithms

4.1 The simple genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GA) are a robust optimization technique
based on natural evolutionary mechanisms. This method
was first introduced byHolland (1975) and since that time,
has become a practical, robust optimization and search tech-
nique. The first GA algorithm was called the Simple Genetic
Algorithm (SGA) with the goal of obtaining better estimates
in global optimization scenarios. SGA mimics nature’s evo-
lutionary characteristics by manipulating a given population
of possible solutions (individuals), and searching for the best
solution to solve an optimization problem. Basically, SGA
operates through the following steps:

– creation of a population (possible solutions),

– evaluation of each individual in the population,

– selection of the best individuals,

– genetic manipulation to create a new population.

Figure 2 shows these four basic steps in the SGA flow-
chart structure. Initially, a population of possible solutions is
randomly generated within a certain range of predefined val-
ues, depending upon the problem to be solved. These solu-
tions (individuals) are usually encoded using a binary alpha-
bet. For example, if the minimum of the functionf (x)=x2

is desired, a population of possible solutions could be gen-
erated over the interval−10≤x<10. Each individual is then
encoded using a binary alphabet. That is, if an individual
value is 9, then its binary representation using 1’s and 0’s is
given by 1001 in the case of a four-bit word. The string of
bits resembles the chromosomes of each individual in nature.

Applying the natural selection principle, every possible
solution is associated with a fitness value that indicates the
optimality of the solution. The higher the fitness value, the
higher the possibilities of survival in future generations. In
order to assign fitness values to the members of a population,
a fitness function should be defined. This function is used as
a discriminator to evaluate each string in the SGA process,
and its formulation depends on the optimization problem to
be solved. In the given example, the functionf (x) is used
as a fitness function to evaluate each individual. Then fitness
values are assigned to each individual. Since we are mini-
mizing, individuals with lower function values are assigned
higher fitness values.

Once fitness values are assigned, a selection mechanism is
established to create a pool of individuals that are allowed to
reproduce in future generations. In this step,N individuals
are selected to be strongest by assigning them a specific num-
ber of offspring. In our approach, the selection scheme is per-
formed by stochastic universal sampling selection (Barker,
1987). According to this scheme, each individual is assigned
to a sector of a circle (wheel) with its total angular span pro-
portional to its fitness value. Then,N equally spaced mark-
ers are placed around the circle. The wheel is spun once and
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Fig. 3. Manipulation operations.(a) Crossover.(b) Mutation.
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Fig. 4. Proposed phase calibration method.

all individuals (sectors) that fall close-by to a marker are se-
lected. That is, depending on the sector assignment, more
than one marker could fall in the same sector. Consequently,
higher fitness individuals have a higher probability to repro-
duce.

After selection, parents are chosen randomly to be manip-
ulated. The manipulation process involves two genetic op-
erators called crossover and mutation. At this stage, a new
population of individuals is produced by manipulating the
“genetic information” inherent to each parent. This genetic
information is represented by its binary string or encoded
representation. In the crossover operation, two parameters
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Fig. 5. Capon RIM image without phase error and infinite SNR is shown in the top panel. After inclusion of randomly chosen, but constant,
phase errors, the image is severely distorted and is provided in the bottom panel.

should be defined previously: crossover points and crossover
rate. Crossover points are points where strings are swapped
to produce a new string, as depicted in Fig.3a. They divide
the original string into several pieces that are interchanged
in the crossover operation. SGA uses a single crossover
point and it is randomly allocated. The crossover rate is a
predefined number between 0 and 1 and dictates when the
crossover operation takes place. When two parents are cho-
sen to reproduce, a random number between 0 and 1 is gen-
erated, and if it is greater than the crossover rate, then the
crossover operation is executed and the parents are replaced
in the population by their offspring. Otherwise, parents are
preserved for the next generation. In summary, the crossover
operation allows the genetic information of two parents to be
interchanged by swapping part of their binary strings at the
crossover point.

In the mutation operation, a random single bit from a string
is complemented. Figure 3b shows the mutation operation
applied to the fourth element of the string. Mutation involves
restoration of the genetic material which possibly can be lost
in the SGA process. For example, suppose that in a given

bit position, all strings of a population have converged to a 0
and the optimal solution has a 1 in that position. As a result,
crossover alone cannot modify that particular bit. However,
by using mutation, this bit restoration can be reached effi-
ciently. Similar to crossover, mutation only takes place when
the so-called mutation rate is exceeded. This probability of
mutation should be defined previously in the SGA algorithm.

Therefore, after manipulation, a new population is pro-
duced with more optimal genetic characteristics. The SGA
repeats the cycle until a certain condition is satisfied. This
condition could be, for example, a predefined number of gen-
erations or some desired fitness level.

4.2 Proposed phase calibration algorithm

Using the SGA principles described, a phase calibration al-
gorithm is devised to search for the unknown phase errors
introduced in the covariance matrix. As shown in Sect.3,
phase errors produce unfocused RIM images within each
range gate. As a result of this defocusing, the overall RIM
power is decreased according to Eq. (7). If no errors are as-
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Fig. 6. Capon restored RIM image using the GA-based phase calibration method (top panel). The convergence is observed in both the total
Fourier power (fitness) and the estimated phase values shown in the bottom panel.

sumed, the total power would be maximized and can there-
fore be used as a fitness function for the SGA.

A schematic of the proposed calibration method is de-
picted in Fig.4. First, the covariance matrix for each time
and range (pixel) is estimated. Therefore, the original co-
variance matrix map containing phase errors can be formed.
Consequently, conventional range-time-intensity (RTI) maps
of the power and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are generated
averaging all frequencies. Power RTI maps can be obtained
by averaging the diagonal values ofR at each pixel. From
the power RTI maps, SNR RTI maps are constructed for each
time, assuming that a certain height contains no atmospheric
return and can therefore be used to estimate noise power.
Then, a predefined window in the covariance matrix map is
chosen as the region surrounding the highest SNR pixel. It
should be emphasized that RTI maps are only used as a refer-
ence to obtain the highest SNR pixel and therefore to estab-
lish a predefined window in the covariance matrix map. The
specific limits of range and time defining the window region
are set by the user. A larger window allows better horizontal

and vertical continuity of pixels but is computationally limit-
ing.

In the selected window, the SGA algorithm is applied ac-
cording to the process described in Fig.2. In this case, the
total Fourier RIM power is taken as an evaluation function to
be maximized. Since covariance matrices are known, Fourier
RIM power can be estimated for each pixel using Eq. (6).
Therefore, the total Fourier RIM power is obtained by sum-
ming the Fourier RIM power of all pixels within the prede-
fined window. As stated in Eq. (1), unknown phase values
for each frequency can be defined as

φl ≡ δl − 2z0kl, (10)

where l=1, · · · , N . Accordingly, these phase errors form
the undesired phase offset in the covariance matrix elements
given by

δlm = φl − φm. (11)

Initially, a population of phase values (φi
l ) ranging from

0−2π is randomly generated. Since we are usingN fre-
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quencies, every individuali is described byN phase values
encoded with a specified number of bits per frequency.

When the fitness function is called for an evaluation, a
unique phase calibration matrix denoted by8i for a specific
individual i is formed according to Eq. (11) with the follow-
ing elements

8i
lm = e−jδi

lm , (12)

where l and m represent the different frequency combina-
tions (l, m=1, · · ·N ). If δi

lm≈δ̂i
lm, the total Fourier RIM

power will be maximized and the term8i
lm is chosen so as

to cancel the original phase offsets.

Recall thatδ̂lm was given in Eq. (4) and includes initial
phases and system delay. Then, the calibration operation is
simply performed by an element-by-element multiplication
of the contaminated covariance matrix with calibration ma-
trix R̂lm=Rlm·8i

lm at every evaluation. The selection algo-
rithm assigns high fitness values to individuals that allow the
total Fourier RIM power to be maximized. The SGA loop
is repeated until a certain number of generations is reached.
After the SGA process, the optimal phase calibration matrix
8 is formed and used to create the entire RIM image using
any desired algorithm.

It should be emphasized that there is no restriction related
to the frequency spacings in the proposed phase calibration
algorithm, since Fourier RIM is applied using Eq. (6). Fur-
ther, the number of subgates or range sampling in the fitness
function is not limited. A large number of subgates per range
gate will ensure better estimation of the fitness function and
thus better SGA performance. However, choosing a larger
window and a larger number of subgates increases the SGA
computational burden.

In the next sections, the proposed phase calibration
method will be used with both actual and simulated data from
the EISCAT radar.

5 Results

5.1 Numerical simulation results

Numerical simulations have been used to verify the pro-
posed GA-based phase calibration technique. The simulation
method is based on the atmospheric model originally pro-
posed byHoldsworth and Reid(1995). The model assumes
a three-dimensional field of point scatterers randomly located
within an enclosing volume. As time progresses, the scatter-
ers follow a predefined mean flow and a spatially correlated
turbulent flow. As scatterers leave the volume, new scatter-
ers are inserted in the opposite position. In this way, the total
number of scatterers is kept constant. Using a table look-up
method in lieu of a cumbersome three-dimensional spatial
filter to create spatially correlated turbulent flow, Cheong et
al. (2003) have recently modified the method allowing thou-
sands of simulated scatterers with little computational bur-
den. Nevertheless, in order to mimic layering structure conti-
nuity across gates, a novel RIM simulation was implemented
by creating a set of range-separated range weighting func-
tions within the enclosing volume.

For the purpose of matching the EISCAT experiments, a
set of five evenly spaced frequencies were used− F7, F9,
F11, F13, and F15, as defined in Table1. Using 1000 ran-
domly distributed scatterers, 64 records of 128 time series
points corresponding to the I and Q radar outputs were gen-
erated for three range gates. The center range gate was lo-
cated at 85 km and the range resolution was set to 300 m.
Two overlapping sinusoidal layers were simulated with am-
plitudes such that the structure crossed the three simulated
range gate boundaries. Figure 5 shows the Capon RIM im-
age without (upper panel) and with (lower panel) random
phase errors for an infinite SNR and 128 subgates per range
gate. In our simulations, random phase errors (φl), defined
in Eq. (10), are introduced in the time series for each fre-
quency. As can be seen, these phase errors severely de-
grade the resulting RIM image. Obviously, phase errors of
this magnitude could never be tolerated for proper interpre-
tation of the data. As pointed out earlier, phase errors (φl)
are due to transmitter-receiver phase differences and system
delay errors. Both sources of error are compensated using
the proposed calibration method. As a result, our method
follows a general approach in the sense that any phase error
can be included inφl and the calibration procedure will at-
tempt to mitigate the effects. The only requirement is that the
phase errors should be constant throughout the experiment.
Since all phase errors are incorporated into our simulations,
the image degradation analysis due to phase errors studied in
Palmer et al. (1999) is applicable to our case.

Subsequently, the proposed phase calibration method de-
scribed in the previous section was applied to the corrupted
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Fig. 8. Time histories of standard echo power, radial velocity, and spectral width from the observed PMSE on 30 July 2002.

synthetic data. A population size of 100 individuals was
randomly generated. Each individual is represented by five
phase values ranging from 0−2π with a 20-bit word. A
crossover rate of 0.7 and a mutation rate of 0.007 were cho-
sen. Furthermore, 60 generations and a window that covers
the entire image was used. These GA values were chosen
empirically, although the results are not particularly sensi-
tive to these parameters. For the fitness function, Fourier
RIM was performed for each generation using 32 subgates.
Figure 6 shows the Capon SGA restored image in the upper
panel, as well as the convergence behavior of the total power
and three representative phase difference components of the
covariance matrix in the lower panels. For comparison, 128
subgates per range gate were chosen when displaying the fi-
nal RIM restored image.

The restored RIM image shows good agreement with the
original image shown in the upper panel of Fig.5. Further-
more, it is shown that 60 generations are sufficient to achieve
power and phase error convergence for this particular case.
Red dashed lines indicate the model values in the lower pan-
els. It can be seen that the total Fourier power of the image
without errors is less than the estimated one. This indicates
that a quantized total Fourier power is maximized, depend-

ing on the number of subgates used in the fitness function.
As stated previously, better estimates can be obtained using
more subgates at a computational cost. In the right lower
panel, three of the estimated phase values of the8 matrix
are provided showing convergence to the model values.

Figure 7 shows the proposed phase calibration algorithm
performance for different SNR. In this plot, convergence of
the total Fourier power difference is shown as a function of
the number of generations. The Fourier power difference is
obtained by subtracting the total Fourier power for each gen-
eration from the total Fourier power without errors. It is de-
sired to have a small power difference. Convergence rates are
similar except in the case of extremely low SNR of 5 dB. Al-
though the convergence rate may seem relatively fast, for this
case, the power difference is comparably large, exemplifying
a poor calibration.

According to previous results, the proposed phase calibra-
tion method is capable of removing phase errors from the
simulated data. Next, real data collected during the July 2002
EISCAT campaign will be examined. To facilitate compari-
son, the same SGA parameters used in the simulation will be
used for the experimental data.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of corrupted RIM image and phase-calibrated RIM image. Learning curves and convergence rates are observed in the
bottom panels of the figure.

5.2 Experimental results

In this section, experimental data results collected in the 2002
EISCAT PMSE campaign are presented. An approximate
two-hour period on 30 July 2002, is analyzed using the pulse
pair processor technique (e.g.Doviak and Zrníc, 1993). Sub-
sequently, the proposed phase calibration technique is used to
mitigate phase errors on the RIM images obtained using the
same data. Later, physical descriptions of the first calibrated
RIM PMSE images are provided.

As mentioned in Sect.2, the experiment used five frequen-
cies− F7, F9, F11, F13, and F15, as provided in Table1. A
total of 100 range gates with a range resolution of 300 m was
employed. For complete information about the experiment,
the reader is referred to Table1. Figure 8 shows the gen-
eral morphology of the observed PMSE over an approximate
two-hour period. Using standard correlation-based process-
ing techniques, the echo power, radial velocity (approximate

vertical velocity) and spectral width are provided in the fig-
ure. The data were estimated using the average of the five
frequencies to reduce statistical variation. For the case of ra-
dial velocities and spectral widths, only pixels having a cor-
responding SNR above a -5 dB threshold are shown to ensure
that the data were not biased by noise. Displayed vertical ve-
locity values are shown within the aliasing velocity range of
± 9.62 ms−1.

A typical double-layer structure is seen in the echo power
plot with the upper layer at 87 km diminishing as the lower
layer appears at 84 km. The vertical velocity exhibits a dis-
tinct monochromatic wave structure with an apparent period
of approximately 10 min. The sign of the vertical velocity,
toward (negative) or away (positive) from the radar, is clearly
correlated with the apparent motion of the layers in the echo
power plot. The spectral width measurements point to higher
stability in the lower layer. Such conclusions have also been
seen by other researchers (Cho et al., 1993; Lübken et al.,
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Fig. 10. Smaller region of the overall data set. Echo power, corrupted RIM image, and phase-calibrated RIM image are shown in the figure.

1993; Czechowsky and R̈uster, 1997; Chilson et al., 2001). It
should be noted that due to the narrow beamwidth of the EIS-
CAT VHF radar, any beam-broadening effects on the spec-
tral width estimates are insignificant (Hocking and R̈ottger,
1997).

The previous figure provided results from standard pro-
cessing without using the capabilities of the multiple fre-
quency experiment. We will use the RIM method to enhance
the fine detail assumed to be present in the structure of the
PMSE. Although Capon RIM results are presented in this
section, it should be noted that at least a 60-m range reso-
lution is expected from Capon RIM processing. Due to the
adaptive nature of the Capon algorithm, its resolution is diffi-
cult to define. However, previous work has shown the Capon
method to posses approximately twice the resolution capa-
bilities of Fourier (Palmer et al., 1999; Chilson et al., 2003).

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the corrupted Capon RIM
power image with random phase errors and the calibrated
RIM image after the application of the proposed GA-based
method. The same SGA parameters used in the simulation

section were applied in the real data phase calibration. How-
ever, 16 subgates were used in the fitness function and 20
subgates used for display purposes.

The vertical white lines at approximately 10:35 UT em-
phasize the region to which the calibration procedure was
applied. The learning curves from the GA are also provided
in the bottom panels of the figure. Given the large vertical
extent of the PMSE layers, any enhancement due to the cali-
bration is difficult to observe.

The effect of the GA-based calibration is more easily ob-
served by scrutinizing a smaller region of the data. Figure 10
provides the echo power, original RIM image, and calibrated
RIM image for a 10-min period from 10:35–10:45 UT at an
altitude of approximately 85 km. Note the more natural tran-
sitions between range gates and finer detail in the calibrated
RIM image. Further, range weighting-function effects can be
observed similar to those reported by Chilson et al. (2003).
Without calibration, the RIM power centers are distorted and
unnaturally contained within each gate.
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Fig. 11. Radial velocity (vertical), spectral width, and calibrated RIM image for a 35-min period centered at 85 km.

A specific RIM PMSE case study is depicted in Fig.11.
This particular data window was chosen since it exhibits sig-
nificant vertical structure emphasizing the transition between
the upper and lower layers. It was taken from the restored
RIM image presented in Fig.9. The radial velocity (verti-
cal), spectral width, and calibrated RIM image are shown for
a 35-min period and a 7-km region centered at 85 km.

An interesting effect is present in the multiple layers of
the overall PMSE structure in that the vertical velocity shows
vertical continuity throughout the layers. Therefore, it seems
obvious that the multiple layers are dynamically connected,
through at least the vertical flow, even though the echo power
shows a distinct separation between the layers. The spectral
width, which is related to aspect sensitivity, exhibits the ex-
pected behavior, where the lower layer at 84 km shows a sig-
nificantly smaller spectral width than does the upper layer.

More interestingly, the upper layer at 87 km seems to show
a similar effect up to about 09:34 UT, where the bottom side
of the layer has smaller spectral width, mimicking the be-

havior of the overall layer. The RIM images can be thought
of as high-resolution images of echo power and indicate an
almost complete separation between the layers. The small-
scale sub-layers possess a natural oscillation and transition
between range gates indicative of gravity waves. The pe-
riod is approximately 5–10 min with direct correlation with
the vertical velocity structure. Given the vertical continuity
of vertical velocity and the observed gravity wave activity,
the multiple layering structure of the PMSE is more easily
interpreted as due to gravity wave modulation of the back-
ground temperature profile (Chilson et al., 1997; Rapp et al.,
2002). Generally, we find that the GA-based phase calibra-
tion method has allowed the calculation of RIM echo power
images with improved resolution and clarity.
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6 Conclusions

A novel GA-based phase calibration algorithm for RIM
imaging applications has been presented. Using a new mul-
tiple range gate numerical simulation method, it was shown
that this method provides robust initial phase estimation with
fast convergence rates. The total power over a predefined
window in the initial RIM image was used as the fitness func-
tion. By maximizing this total power as a function of phase
error, the GA was able to provide convergent phase estimates
within 10–20 generations. After obtaining the phase errors
based only on the optimization of the predefined window,
these errors could be applied to the entire image, reducing
the overall computational burden. Preliminary PMSE im-
ages from the application of the RIM technique on the EIS-
CAT radar were presented. Obvious image enhancement was
obtained using the GA calibration method to reveal the fine-
scale structure in the PMSE. Relationships among the ver-
tical wind, spectral width, and the RIM structure were also
made evident using the proposed calibration method.

Future studies should include the optimization of the GA
with respect to the generation of the initial population. Simu-
lated annealing and methods based on immune systems could
provide a more optimal initial population increasing the GA
convergence rates. Although not discussed in this work, it
is also possible that the GA could be applied to the calibra-
tion of other imperfections in the data, such as, for example,
amplitude and frequency variations.

The PMSE observations presented here reveal several fea-
tures that have been previously reported in connection with
PMSE. For example, our observations exhibit double-layer
structures, which may be indicative of Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stabilities (KHI) (Hill et al., 1999). Further investigation
of dynamical links to KHI necessitates height profiles of
the horizontal wind field. We plan to examine these PMSE
data in connection with wind observations obtained from the
Ramfjordmoen MF radar (Hall, 2001) in a future study. It
is unlikely, however, that much can said about the topic of
KHI, since the range resolution for the data collected with the
Ramfjordmoen MF radar was only 3 km. Additionally, the
widths of the Doppler spectra, which represent the variance
in the line-of-sight velocity field, are larger in the upper por-
tions of the echoing layers (Cho and R̈ottger, 1997). Broad
spectral widths are only reported to occur in about 10–30% of
all observations of PMSE (L̈ubken et al., 2002). In fact, a the-
ory has recently been advanced by Rapp and Lübken (2003)
where it is shown that PMSE can maintain plasma structures
long after neutral air turbulence may have extinguished. The
theory byRapp and L̈ubken(2003) does not rule out other
mechanisms, such as dust-hole scatter. Further investigation
of these data and future PMSE data collected in a RIM mode
could help address this topic.
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